ILEP Professional Learning Pathways School
St Heliers School, a full primary school in the Eastern Bays, is one example
of a school creating a sustainable language learning programme by utilising
professional learning pathways provided by ILEP. The school’s vision is to
offer a language to all year 5-8 students through the classroom teacher. As
a result, teachers are actively involved in numerous components of available
PLD through ILEP: Several teachers are part of the cluster-based introduction
to language teaching programme , several have completed TPLT (formerly
known as TPDL) , the school hosts and uses a language assistant in support
of language teaching , teachers are participating in scholarship programmes
and teachers share their knowledge with others in workshops .
“We are extremely pleased with the support offered by ILEP. When we were thinking of introducing
Chinese into our school we had limited knowledge and experience on staff of second language
teaching. Being able to utilise the multi-faceted support through ILEP and the expert personnel as
well as teachers being involved in TPLT (formerly known as TPDL), has meant we are well underway
in being able to build a sustainable language learning programme.“ Craig McCarthny, Principal of
St Heliers School

ILEP Professional Learning Pathways Teacher
Nicole Polke, Head of Department Languages and teacher of German at Green
Bay High School, is one example of a teacher who has utilised the support
available to Learning Languages teachers through ILEP: Nicole completed TPLT
(formerly known as TPDL) in 2009 ,regularly attends the Professional Learning
and Development sessions run by the National German Adviser and shares
her knowledge with teachers through her participation in workshops, networking
meetings, as well as her work within the Learning Languages community .
“I am extremely grateful for the support offered by ILEP. I really appreciate the
support and encouragement offered by the National German Adviser. I love
attending her workshops which promote intercultural communicative language
teaching in German. Her workshops are always a highlight of each term, as they give me the
opportunity to get together with other German teachers to find out about and share new current
and authentic teaching materials, resources and pedagogy. My students were very honoured when
the National German Adviser visited us to award them with certificates and she was great at putting
my very nervous scholarship applicants at ease when interviewing them. It was in one of her
workshops that I learned about Kahoot, which is a fun teaching tool that’s now an integral part of
each junior lesson. Thank you ILEP team, you are doing a great job!” Nicole Polke
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Offers nationwide support to
develop Learning Languages
by:
giving strategic advice
on effective language
learning programmes
providing individualised
professional learning and
development for teachers
connecting the language
learning community
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Introduction
This cluster-based introduction programme is suitable for teachers who
are new to language teaching. The programme provides teachers with
the opportunity to learn the language, get practical teaching ideas and
establish a network with other language teachers in similar contexts.
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EXCHANGES AND PATHWAYS

Specialisation
Teacher’s interested in upskilling their language teaching can engage
in in-depth professional development opportunities, postgraduate
studies or further language studies. See the ILEP website for further
details.

Immersion
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Introduction
Consolidation

Specialisation

Consolidation
This multi-faceted stage provides teachers with a range of development
opportunities. Teachers can get support for their language and cultural
knowledge through Language Advisers, apply for Language Assistants
for authentic input, participate in interesting workshops and network
with others to share resources. Teachers can also be part of an ongoing support programme that enables them to further their knowledge
while creating portfolios suitable for teacher appraisals.

Immersion
Sustainability
ILEP’s approach to professional learning and development is based on
the fact that all teachers have varying needs and require different support.
The diagram above shows the five components available for teachers to
create their unique professional learning pathway. ILEP’s experts assist
teachers with designing and progressing across their tailored professional
development pathway. Each of the five components is explained further overleaf.

www.ilep.ac.nz

Teachers can immerse themselves in the language and culture through
several immersion and scholarship programmes in New Zealand
and abroad. These programmes also allow teachers to deepen their
pedagogical understanding and to create multiple authentic resources
that are easily transferable to the language classroom.

Sustainability
Effective language teachers are supported to take on a leadership
role within the language teaching community and are encouraged to
share knowledge and skills to promote sustainable language learning
in schools.

INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE
TEACHING PROGRAMME
Introduction

There is regular and ongoing one-on-one support

ILEP offers an ongoing programme of funded
practical support and cluster-based networking
for teachers at the beginning of their language
teaching journey.

for each teacher’s language teaching from an

Who is the programme suitable for?
The Introduction to Language Teaching
Programme is ideal for teachers who are new to
teaching languages in general, especially those
with a limited knowledge of the language they
teach or whose schools have recently introduced
new languages programmes. It will also be useful
for native speaking teachers with limited or no
pedagogical background in language teaching.
What are the aims/objectives of the
programme?
The programme aims to provide a starting point;
a practical grounding in language teaching
pedagogy, one-to-one and peer support and the
opportunity to network and share resources with
other teachers in a similar situation. We aim to
foster immediate and lasting benefits for teachers,
students and schools.
What does the programme include?
The programme includes ongoing support over
three school terms through personalised cluster
groups tailored to teachers’ language
levels, expertise or location. Each
cluster-group’s content is based on the
participants’ needs.
The programme offers the opportunity
for subsidised structured language
learning.

Contact
Belinda Sydenham
Teacher Development Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 552
Mobile: 027 547 1951
b.sydenham@auckland.ac.nz
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experienced ILEP facilitator, and a structured peer
support

programme.

Classroom

visits

provide

individual feedback and support for lesson planning
and further development. Workshops showcase
practical language teaching examples and provide
opportunities to share.
How is the programme structured?
The programme will run over three terms; either
terms 1 – 3 or 2 – 4, with an initial full-day workshop
at the beginning followed by two half-day or after
school workshops. Participants will be visited in their
classrooms. Both face-to-face and distance networking,
as well as resource sharing opportunities are part
of the programme. At the end of the programme,
participants will present their teaching as inquiry
projects to each other.
What are the expectations of teachers
enrolled on this programme?
Teachers on the Introduction to Language Teaching
Programme will make a commitment to attend cluster
meetings and participate in sharing workshops both
face-to-face and online over three terms. They will
complete a short teaching-as-inquiry project as part
of a portfolio, suitable for teacher appraisal.
To get the most out of this programme, teachers will
need an enquiring mind, a willingness to participate,
and a commitment to implementing what they have
learnt back into their school.
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LANGUAGE TEACHING
CONSOLIDATION PROGRAMME
Introduction
ILEP offers cluster-based networking opportunities
centred on practical support and pedagogy for
teachers across several languages with experience
in language teaching.
Who is the programme suitable for?
The Language Teaching Consolidation Programme
is ideal for teachers who have recently completed
a professional development programme, such as
Transforming Practice in Language Teaching (TPLT,
formerly known as TPDL) or the Introduction to
Language Teaching Programme, and who would
like ongoing support. The programme is also
aimed at teachers who participated in professional
development some time ago and are interested in
reconnecting with the pedagogy and getting new
ideas for language teaching.
What are the aims/objectives of the
programme?
The programme aims to support teachers’ ongoing
development as language teachers, to further
their knowledge based on previous professional
development programmes and to encourage them
to trial new ideas and concepts while exchanging
resources and experiences with fellow participants.
The programme provides the ideal opportunity
for teachers to establish lasting networks with
colleagues for each other’s support.
What does the programme include?
The programme includes ongoing
support over three school terms through
personalized cluster groups tailored to
teachers’ language levels, expertise or
location. Each cluster-group’s content is
based on the participants’ needs.

Contact
Belinda Sydenham
Teacher Development Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 552
Mobile: 027 547 1951
b.sydenham@auckland.ac.nz
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The workshops showcase examples for language
teaching and highlight particular aspects of interest
to the group. There is regular and on-going one-on-one
support for each teacher’s language teaching from an
experienced ILEP facilitator. The structured peer support
programme offers feedback and collaboration for
increased learning. Classroom visits provide individual
feedback and support for lesson planning. Structured
language teaching is subsidised and encouraged in this
programme.
How is the programme structured?
The programme will run over three terms with an initial
full-day workshop at the beginning followed by two
half-day or after school workshops. Participants will be
visited in their classrooms and will meet and work with
peers on guided tasks between workshops. Both faceto-face and distance networking, as well as resource
sharing opportunities are part of the programme. At
the end of the programme, participants will present
their teaching as inquiry projects to each other.
What are the expectations of teachers
enrolled on this programme?
Teachers on the Language Teaching Consolidation
Programme will make a commitment to cluster meetings
and participation in sharing workshops both face-toface and online over three terms. They will complete a
short teaching-as-inquiry project as part of a portfolio
which they will present to each other and submit to ILEP.
The portfolio is suitable for teacher appraisal.
To get the most out of this programme, teachers will
need an enquiring mind, a willingness to participate,
and a commitment to implementing what they have
learnt back into their school.
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FRENCH
French National Adviser
Rosaria Campbell is the National Language Adviser
for French. She is employed as part of the ILEP team of
Languages Advisers to support schools and teachers
in implementing the Learning Languages curriculum
area of the New Zealand Curriculum. Rosaria works
in close association with the cultural and educational
departments at the French Embassy and other
supporting bodies such as the Alliance Française and
New Zealand Association of French Teachers. Rosaria
has been teaching French in the classroom for the last
five years.
Rosaria is incredibly passionate about promoting
the French language and culture in New Zealand.
Learning French at secondary school has enriched her
on many levels, with a trip to France with Sir Jerry
Mateparae to a war commemoration, language
tuition at the Alliance Française in Paris, on exchange
in Brittany and as a language assistant in Nouméa.
She has taught French in Hawke’s Bay and has
successfully led exchanges to New Caledonia. Rosaria
is looking forward to engaging with French teachers
in NZ and applying digital and collaborative practices
to the language classroom.
Rosaria is a hands on, active and hard-working
professional who has an open door policy to all
teachers of French in New Zealand from primary to
secondary education. Rosaria’s role is to support the
development of French language education in New
Zealand.
In particular her focus is on:
• offering workshops, courses and meetings 		
focusing on teaching materials, resources 		
and pedagogy that promote intercultural 		
communicative language teaching in French

• providing information on networking opportunities for
teachers of French
• 		providing advice and guidance on immersion
opportunities, scholarships and professional learning
opportunities both in New Zealand and abroad
• participating in academic and cultural events, such
as speech competitions, LangSems and national
conferences
• 		implementing a shift in teaching practice to
accommodate a rapidly changing world through an
innovative delivery of the NZ French curriculum

Professional Support for Teachers of
French
Teachers of French in New Zealand may benefit from the
professional support offered by the following organisations:
International Languages Exchanges and Pathways
(ILEP)
ILEP supports schools and teachers to implement the
Learning Languages curriculum area through the 		
promotion of a five-stage professional learning pathway for
schools and teachers in years 7-13.
For more information about the professional support, 		
professional learning and development opportunities and
scholarship or immersion opportunities, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
New Zealand Association of French Teachers 		
(NZAFT)
NZAFT is a subject association which provides support
for teachers and students of French in New Zealand. By
becoming a member, you can access resources as well as
the discussion forum which provides regular updates.
For more information or to join NZAFT, visit
www.nzaft.co.nz

• supporting schools with advice and guidance 		
on establishing and sustaining French language
programmes

Contact
Rosaria Campbell
French National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 665
Mobile: 027 550 6859
french@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz
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NZAFT list serve
This email group for teachers of French is an excellent
source of information and resources. It is also the
primary medium through which organisations
advertise opportunities, scholarships, grants and
other important information for teachers and
students. To register, send an email to sympa@lists.
tki.org.nz with ‘Subscribe NZAFT’ in the subject line.
New Zealand Association of Language
Teachers (NZALT)
NZALT is a professional network of language
teachers with over 500 members. It runs a number
of initiatives designed to support teachers in the
classroom including competitions and professional
development opportunities.
For more information or to join NZALT, visit
www.nzalt.org.nz
French Embassy
For more information, visit www.ambafrance-nz.org
Transforming Practice in Language Teaching
(TPLT, formerly known as TPDL)

information on teaching resources and sustaining French
language programmes.
For more information on resources, contact Rosaria
Campbell by phone or email.
Information about a range of resources can also be found
at www.ilep.ac.nz
TKI Learning Languages
The Learning Languages Community is a portal to
professional learning opportunities, professional support
for the New Zealand Curriculum, pedagogy, assessment,
resources and key links for language teachers. Learning
Languages publishes regular newsletters to keep language
teachers informed about important deadlines and events.
For more information, visit
www.learning-languages.tki.org.nz
Shared Histories
The Shared Histories project is about students in New
Zealand schools partnering with students in French schools
to carry out projects of remembrance for the duration of the
WW1 commemoration period 2014-2018.
For more information, visit www.sharedhistories.com

This year-long programme is available to French
teachers throughout New Zealand.

Immersion and Scholarship
Opportunities

For more information, visit www.tplt.ac.nz

The following immersion and scholarship opportunities are
available to teachers of French:

Alliance Française
The Alliance Française is a worldwide network of nonprofit associations dedicated to the promotion of the
French language and the cultures of France and of
the many French-speaking countries abroad.

Stage de Nouméa
Teachers participate in a two to three-week immersion and
study experience in Nouméa. The programme includes
school observations, intercultural inquiry and formal
language classes at the University of New Caledonia.

For more information, visit www.alliancefr.org.nz

For more information, visit www.ilep.ac.nz

French Teachers’ Website
This website is a source of support, resources and
information on all aspects of teaching French. It
provides tools for teachers and tips for the classroom.
For more information, visit www.nzaft.co.nz

Resources and support for
establishing and sustaining French
Language Programmes
French National Adviser
The French National Adviser provides teachers with

Contact
Rosaria Campbell
French National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 665
Mobile: 027 550 6859
french@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

English Language Assistantships to France
The French Ministry of Education offers a number of
positions to New Zealanders as English Language Assistants
in France.
For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS Intercultural Programmes provides teachers with an
opportunity to undertake long or short term immersion
experiences in French-speaking countries.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/
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CHINESE
Chinese National Adviser
Dr Jiwei Fu is the National Language Adviser for Chinese
in the ILEP team and provides support for the teaching and
learning of Chinese in New Zealand schools. The position
is coappointed by the Ministry of Education of New
Zealand and China. Jiwei also works in close association
with the Chinese Embassy and the Consulate–General of
China.
With an academic background in language philology
(PhD), over 17 years’ experience in teaching Chinese as
a second language and administration experience in
international education organisations, Jiwei is enthusiastic
to facilitate the teaching, learning and understanding of
Chinese language and culture in New Zealand. Jiwei has
worked in China, South Korea, Pakistan, and the USA, in
the capacity of Associate Professor, Exchange Professor
and Assistant Director of the Confucius Institute of
National University of Modern Languages and Western
Michigan University.
Jiwei’s role is to support the development of Chinese
language education in New Zealand. In particular his
focus is on:
• offering workshops, courses and meetings focusing
on effective language learning pedagogy, teaching 		
materials and resources that promote intercultural 		
communicative language teaching in Chinese
•		supporting schools with advice and guidance on 		
establishing and sustaining Chinese language 		
programmes
• offering school visits and providing feedback in terms of
improvement and professional development pathways
•		
providing
information
on
networking
opportunities for teachers of Chinese
•		
providing advice and guidance on
immersion opportunities, scholarships and
professional learning opportunities both in
New Zealand and abroad

Contact
Dr Jiwei Fu 付 继 伟
Chinese National Adviser
Phone: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 613
Mobile: 021 819 286

chinese@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

Professional Support for Teachers of
Chinese
Teachers of Chinese in New Zealand may benefit from the
professional support offered by the following organisations:
International Languages Exchanges and Pathways
(ILEP)
ILEP supports schools and teachers to implement the
Learning Languages curriculum area through the promotion
of a five-stage professional learning pathway for schools and
teachers in years 7-13.
For more information about the professional support,
professional learning and development opportunities and
scholarship or immersion opportunities, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
New Zealand Chinese Language Teachers
Association (NZCLTA)
NZCLTA is a subject association which organises events for
students and provides professional network opportunities
and professional development opportunities for teachers of
Chinese at primary and secondary level, in order to promote
effective Chinese learning and teaching in schools.
For more information or to join NZCLTA, visit
www.nzclta.org
NZCLTA list serve
This email group for teachers of Chinese is an excellent source
of information and resources. It is also the primary medium
through which organisations advertise opportunities,
scholarships, grants and other important information for
teachers and students.
To register, send an email to
nzclta-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
New Zealand Association of Language Teachers
(NZALT)
NZALT is a professional network of language teachers with
over 500 members. It runs a number of initiatives designed
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to support teachers in the classroom including competitions
and professional development opportunities.

resources can also be found at www.ilep.ac.nz

For more information or to join NZALT, visit
www.nzalt.org.nz

TKI Learning Languages

Chinese Embassy
For more information, visit www.chinaembassy.org.nz/eng
Transforming Practice in Language Teaching (TPLT,
formerly known as TPDL)
This year-long programme is available to native and nonnative speaking Chinese teachers throughout New Zealand.
For more information, visit www.tplt.ac.nz
Confucius Institutes in New Zealand
The Confucius Institutes in New Zealand promote Chinese
language and culture study in New Zealand through
educational programmes, exams, events, and scholarships.
Confucius Institute at University of Auckland
For more information, visit http://ci.ac.nz
Confucius Institute at Vitoria University of Wellington
For more information, visit www.victoria.ac.nz/ci
Confucius Institute at University of Canterbury
For more information, visit www.ci.canterbury.ac.nz
Asia New Zealand Foundation
A leading non-government organisation on Asia-New
Zealand relations, the Asia New Zealand Foundation’s
education programme provides information, resources
and professional development opportunities to help school
leaders develop students with the skills and knowledge they
will need to embrace future prospects in Asia.
For more information, visit www.asianz.org.nz

Resources and support for establishing
and sustaining Chinese Language
Programmes

The Learning Languages Community is a portal to
professional learning opportunities, professional support
for the New Zealand Curriculum, pedagogy, assessment,
resources and key links for language teachers. Learning
Languages publishes regular newsletters to keep language
teachers informed about important deadlines and events.
For more information, visit
http://learning-languages.tki.org.nz/
Confucius Institute Online
The Confucius Institute Online provides a wide variety
of Chinese learning resources, covering interactive live
classes, video & audio courses and Chinese character
writing tools.
For more information, visit www.chinesecio.com

Immersion and Scholarship
Opportunities
The following immersion and scholarship opportunities are
available to teachers of Chinese:
Chinese Scholarships Programme
The Chinese and New Zealand Ministries of Education
offer up to 12 scholarships to New Zealand teachers of
Chinese to attend a 3-week intensive language and culture
programme in China.
For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
page at www.ilep.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS Intercultural Programmes provides teachers with an
opportunity to undertake long or short term immersion
experiences in China.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/

Chinese National Adviser
The Chinese National Adviser provides teachers
with information on teaching resources and
sustaining Chinese language programmes.
For more information on resources, contact Dr Jiwei
Fu by phone or email. Information about a range of

Contact
Dr Jiwei Fu 付 继 伟
Chinese National Adviser
Phone: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 613
Mobile: 021 819 286

chinese@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz
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GERMAN
German National Adviser
Heike Papenthin is the National Language Adviser for
German. Appointed by the German Goethe-Institut, she
arrived in New Zealand in March 2013 together with
her family. The years prior to Heike’s appointment here,
she worked as a teacher at a German “Gymnasium”
(Secondary School) with a focus on teacher training
and teaching development. Before that she taught
DaF (German as a Foreign Language) at colleges and
universities in Japan (from 1990 to 2005) and was involved
in writing a textbook for use by university students.
Heike’s role is to support the development of German
language education in New Zealand. In particular her
focus is on:
• offering workshops, courses and meetings focusing on
resources and pedagogy that promote intercultural
communicative language teaching in German
• supporting schools with advice and guidance on
establishing and sustaining German language
programmes

the promotion of a five-stage professional learning pathway
for schools and teachers in years 7-13.
For more information about the professional support,
professional learning and development opportunities and
scholarship or immersion opportunities, visit www.ilep.ac.nz.
German in Aotearoa New Zealand (GANZ)
GANZ is a subject association which provides support for
teachers and students of German in New Zealand.
For more information or to join GANZ, visit
http://ganz.ac.nz
German Teachers’ list serve
This email group for teachers of German is an excellent
source of information and resources. It is also the primary
medium through which organisations advertise opportunities,
scholarships, grants and other important information for
teachers and students.
To register, contact GANZ - http://ganz.ac.nz

• providing information on networking opportunities for
teachers of German

New Zealand Association of Language Teachers
(NZALT)

• providing advice and guidance on immersion
opportunities, scholarships and professional learning
opportunities both in New Zealand and abroad

NZALT is a professional network of language teachers with
over 500 members. It runs a number of initiatives designed
to support teachers in the classroom including competitions
and professional development opportunities.

Professional Support for Teachers of
German

For more information or to join NZALT,
visit www.nzalt.org.nz

Teachers of German in New Zealand may benefit from
the professional support offered by the following
organisations:
International Languages Exchanges and
Pathways (ILEP)
ILEP supports schools and teachers to implement
the Learning Languages curriculum area through

Contact
Heike Papenthin
German National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 661
Mobile: 021 810 372
german@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

German Embassy
For more information, visit www.wellington.diplo.de
Goethe-Institut
The Goethe-Institut is the German cultural institute with
a global reach which provides wide-ranging information,
resources and support for the teaching and learning of
German. For more information, visit www.goethe.de
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Goethe Society

E-library of the Goethe-Institut New Zealand

Goethe societies offer a variety of cultural experiences,
ranging from information talks in either English or
German to screenings of German-language films.

The eLibrary is a virtual library, where a range of German
resources are available.

Auckland Goethe Society
For more information, visit
www.aucklandgoethesociety.org
Wellington Goethe Society
For more information, visit www.welly-goethe.org.nz
Transforming Practice in Language Teaching
(TPLT, formerly known as TPDL)
This year-long programme is available to German
teachers throughout New Zealand.
For more information, visit www.tplt.ac.nz

For more information, visit http://www2.onleihe.de/
goethe-institut

Immersion and Scholarship
Opportunities
The following immersion and scholarship opportunities are
available to teachers of German:
Professional Development Seminar Scholarships
Up to 5 scholarships are available for teachers of German
at primary, secondary or tertiary level to attend a two or
three-week Professional Development Seminar on German
language, methodology, culture and special topics at a
Goethe-Institut in Germany.

Resources and support for
establishing and sustaining German
Language Programmes

For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz

German National Adviser

Scholarships for teachers to refresh or advance their
language level at a four or eight-week course at a GoetheInstitut in Germany.

The German National Adviser provides teachers with
information on teaching resources and sustaining
German language programmes.
For more information on resources, contact Heike
Papenthin by phone or email. Information about a range
of resources can also be found at www.ilep.ac.nz
TKI Learning Languages
The Learning Languages Community is a portal to
professional learning opportunities, professional
support for the New Zealand Curriculum, pedagogy,
assessment, resources and key links for language
teachers. Learning Languages publishes regular
newsletters to keep language teachers informed
about important deadlines and events.

German Language Courses

For more information, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS Intercultural Programmes provides teachers with an
opportunity to undertake long or short term immersion
experiences in Germany.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/

For more information, visit
http://learning-languages.tki.org.nz/

Contact
Heike Papenthin
German National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 48 661
Mobile: 021 810 372
german@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz
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JAPANESE
Japanese National Adviser
Kyoko Mikami is the National Language Adviser for
Japanese. She arrived in New Zealand in January 2017
to take up her appointment with the Japan Foundation.
Kyoko now works as a member of the ILEP team and also
has close working relations with the Japanese Embassy
and Consulate-General.
Kyoko has worked for many years not only as a language
teacher but also as a teacher trainer in Japan, Czech
Republic and Indonesia. She has written several textbooks
for students as well as a guidebook for language
teachers. She looks forward to sharing her expertise and
knowledge of Japanese language, culture and education
with teachers in New Zealand.
Kyoko’s role is to support the development of Japanese
language education in New Zealand. In particular her
focus is on:
• offering workshops, courses and meetings focusing
on teaching materials, resources and pedagogy
that promote intercultural communicative language
teaching in Japanese
• supporting schools with advice and guidance on
establishing and sustaining Japanese language
programmes
• providing information on networking opportunities
for teachers of Japanese
• providing advice and guidance on immersion
opportunities, scholarships and professional learning
opportunities both in New Zealand and abroad
• participating in academic and cultural events, such
as speech competitions

Professional Support for Teachers
of Japanese
Teachers of Japanese in New Zealand may
benefit from the professional support offered by
the following organisations:

International Languages Exchanges and Pathways
(ILEP)
ILEP supports schools and teachers to implement the Learning
Languages curriculum area through the promotion of a fivestage professional learning pathway for schools and teachers
in years 7-13.
For more information about the professional support,
professional learning and development opportunities and
scholarship or immersion opportunities, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
New Zealand Association of Japanese Language
Teachers (NZAJLT)
NZAJLT is a subject association which provides support for
teachers and students of Japanese in New Zealand.
For more information or to join NZAJLT, visit
www.nzajlt.org.nz
NZJ-Net list serve
This email group for teachers of Japanese is an excellent
source of information and resources. It is also the primary
medium through which organisations advertise opportunities,
scholarships, grants and other important information for
teachers and students. To register, send an email to nzjnetsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
New Zealand Association of Language Teachers (NZALT)
NZALT is a professional network of language teachers with
over 500 members. It runs a number of initiatives designed to
support teachers in the classroom including competitions and
professional development opportunities.
For more information or to join NZALT, visit
www.nzalt.org.nz
Embassy of Japan
Important information about Japanese culture and education
can be found on the Embassy’s website. The website includes
information about scholarships, education programmes and
resources for students and teachers.
For more information, visit www.nz.emb-japan.go.jp
For the Consulate-General in Auckland, visit
www.auckland.nz.emb-japan.go.jp

Contact
Kyoko Mikami
Japanese National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 46 374
Mobile: 027 552 0298
japanese@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz
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Transforming Practice in Language Teaching
(TPLT, formerly known as TPDL)
This year-long programme is available to Japanese
teachers throughout New Zealand.
For more information, visit www.tplt.ac.nz
Sasakawa Fellowship Fund for Japanese
Language Education
Sasakawa Fellowship Fund initiates and supports
existing projects which enhance Japanese language
learning and Japanese studies in New Zealand schools
and tertiary institutions.

The Japan Information and Cultural Centre
The Japan Information & Cultural Centre is run by
the Embassy of Japan and provides a variety of free
informational services on Japan and offers opportunities to
learn about Japanese culture through diverse programmes.
For more information, visit
www.nz.emb-japan.go.jp/culture_education

Immersion and Scholarship
Opportunities
The following immersion and scholarship opportunities are
available to teachers of Japanese:

For more information, visit www.sasakawa.co.nz

Kansai Immersion Programme

Asia New Zealand Foundation

This is a two week immersion programme for teachers
and provides teachers of Japanese with an opportunity to
develop their practice through a range of language and
cultural activities.

A leading non-government organisation on Asia-New
Zealand relations, the Asia New Zealand Foundation’s
education programme provides information, resources
and professional development opportunities to help
school leaders develop students with the skills and
knowledge they will need to embrace future prospects
in Asia.
For more information, visit www.asianz.org.nz

Resources and support for
establishing and sustaining Japanese
Language Programmes
Japanese National Adviser
The Japanese National Adviser provides teachers with
information on teaching resources and sustaining
Japanese language programmes. For more information
on resources, contact Kyoko Mikami by phone or email.
Information about a range of resources can also be
found at www.ilep.ac.nz
TKI Learning Languages
The Learning Languages Community is a portal to
professional learning opportunities, professional
support for the New Zealand Curriculum, pedagogy,
assessment, resources and key links for language
teachers. Learning Languages publishes regular
newsletters to keep language teachers informed
about important deadlines and events.

For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz
Japan Foundation Sydney seminars
The Japan Foundation Sydney offers places for teachers of
Japanese for Years 7-10 to attend a three and a half day
seminar at their Language Centre in Sydney.
For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz
The NZJEP Programme
This is a grants programme funded by the New Zealand
Government to deepen understanding between New
Zealand and Japan on a broad educational and cultural
basis.
For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS Intercultural Programmes provides teachers with an
opportunity to undertake long or short term immersion
experiences in Japan.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/

For more information, visit
http://learning-languages.tki.org.nz/

Contact
Kyoko Mikami
Japanese National Adviser
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 46 374
Mobile: 027 552 0298
japanese@ilep.ac.nz
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SPANISH
Spanish National Adviser
ILEP works closely with the Embassy of Spain in Wellington
and the Spanish Ministry of Education to offer support
and development of Spanish teachers in New Zealand.
The Spanish National Adviser is an experienced senior
educational adviser with experience in working with
educators in many countries.
The Spanish National Adviser is part of ILEP’s advisory
team and therefore linked to the New Zealand Ministry of
Education. You can email the Spanish National Adviser at
spanish@ilep.ac.nz
The Spanish Adviser’s role is to support the development
of Spanish language education in New Zealand. In
particular his focus is on:
• offering workshops, courses and meetings focusing
on teaching materials, resources and pedagogy
that promote intercultural communicative language
teaching in Spanish
• supporting schools with advice and guidance on
establishing and sustaining Spanish language
programmes
• providing information on networking opportunities for
teachers of Spanish
• providing advice and guidance on immersion
opportunities, scholarships and professional learning
opportunities both in New Zealand and abroad
• participating in academic and cultural events

Professional Support for Teachers
of Spanish
Teachers of Spanish in New Zealand may benefit
from the professional support offered by the
following organisations:

Contact
Cristóbal Gutiérrez Carrera
Spanish National Adviser
Phone: 04 802 5665 Ext 217
Mobile: 027 557 3482
spanish@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

International Languages Exchanges and Pathways
(ILEP)
ILEP supports schools and teachers to implement the
Learning Languages curriculum area through the promotion
of a five-stage professional learning pathway for schools and
teachers in years 7-13.
For more information about the professional support,
professional learning and development opportunities and
scholarship or immersion opportunities, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
Spanish Teachers’ Association New Zealand
Aotearoa (STANZA)
STANZA is a subject association which provides support for
teachers and students of Spanish in New Zealand.
For more information or to join STANZA, visit
www.stanza.org.nz
ELENZA list serve
This email group for teachers of Spanish is an excellent source
of information and resources. It is also the primary medium
through which organisations advertise opportunities,
scholarships, grants and other important information for
teachers and students. To register, send an email to the
Spanish National Adviser at spanish@ilep.ac.nz
New Zealand Association of Language Teachers
(NZALT)
NZALT is a professional network of language teachers with
over 500 members. It runs a number of initiatives designed
to support teachers in the classroom including competitions
and professional development opportunities.
For more information or to join NZALT, visit
www.nzalt.org.nz
Embassy of Spain
For more information from the Office of Education of the
Embassy of Spain, visit www.mecd.gob.es/nuevazelanda
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Transforming Practice in Language Teaching
(TPLT, formerly known as TPDL)

Immersion and Scholarship
Opportunities

This year-long programme is available to Spanish
teachers throughout New Zealand.

The following immersion and scholarship opportunities are
available to teachers of Spanish:

For more information, visit www.tplt.ac.nz
Scholarships at Spanish Universities

Resources and support for
establishing and sustaining
Spanish Language Programmes
Spanish National Adviser
The Spanish National Adviser provides teachers with
information on teaching resources and sustaining
Spanish language programmes.
For more information on resources, contact the
National Adviser by phone or email. Information about
a range of resources can also be found at
www.ilep.ac.nz
Spanish Resource Centre
This library of teaching materials, readers, textbooks,
dictionaries, CDs and DVDs is located at the ILEP
office in Auckland. Teachers of Spanish are welcome to
borrow books in person, via email or telephone.
For more information, visit www.ilep.ac.nz

A number of scholarships are available to New Zealand
teachers of Spanish. As part of these scholarships, teachers
of Spanish participate in a two-week course on language
enrichment, methodology, culture and special topics at a
Spanish University.
For more information, visit the Programmes & Scholarships
pages at www.ilep.ac.nz
English Language Assistantships in Spain
The Spanish Ministry of Education offers positions to New
Zealanders to work as English Language Assistants for a
school year.
For more information, visit www.ilep.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS Intercultural Programmes provides teachers with an
opportunity to undertake long or short term immersion
experiences in Spanish-speaking countries.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/

TKI Learning Languages
The Learning Languages Community is a portal to
professional learning opportunities, professional
support for the New Zealand Curriculum, pedagogy,
assessment, resources and key links for language
teachers. Learning Languages publishes regular
newsletters to keep language teachers informed about
important deadlines and events. For more information,
visit http://learning-languages.tki.org.nz/
RedEle (red electrónica de didáctica del
español como lengua extranjera)
RedEle is a public resource that the Ministry of
Education of Spain offers to teachers interested
in teaching and learning Spanish worldwide.
For more information, visit
www.mecd.gob.es/redele

Contact
Cristóbal Gutiérrez Carrera
Spanish National Adviser
Phone: 04 802 5665 Ext 217
Mobile: 027 557 3482
spanish@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz
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AVAILABLE SUPPORT
FOR ALLiS CLUSTERS
Congratulations on receiving funding for Asian
Language Learning programmes in your school!
To make the planning and implementation of your
programme easier we offer your school and staff a range
of support. International Languages Exchanges and
Pathways (ILEP) is funded by the Ministry of Education New
Zealand and offers support and professional development
for schools and teachers. Please see below for information
on the free support available.

If you want to start, review or develop
a language programme we:
• Give strategic advice on how to set up a sustainable
language learning programme
• Encourage teachers to sign up for the Introduction
to Language Teaching Programme (for
new teachers) or for the Language Teaching
Consolidation Programme (for experienced
teachers)
• Run workshops for ALLiS Coordinators and
Lead School Coordinators
• Offer workshops and meetings facilitated by the
National Advisers of Chinese and Japanese
• Facilitate Scholarship programmes to China and
Japan for teachers

Strategic Advice
We provide strategic advice to the school leadership
team on how to set up a sustainable language learning
programme. We also come to your school to do a needs
analysis and assist your leadership team in programme
planning.
To arrange a meeting please contact Morgan Patterson,
see contact details below.

Introduction to Language
Teaching Programme
This free programme runs over 3 terms
giving teachers hands-on, practical support in
teaching a new language and groups teachers
into clusters to make networking with other
teachers easy.

Contact
Morgan Patterson
Pathway Manager
Ph: 09 623 889 Ext 46 366
Mobile: 027 200 2601
pathwaymanager@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

It is suitable for teachers:
• Without a background in the language
• New to language teaching
• Native speakers who have not taught a language before
The programme offers:
• Tailored cluster groups
•		Resource sharing
•		Practical language teaching examples
•		Regular and on-going support
•		Classroom visits
•		A guided teaching-as-inquiry project suitable for
appraisal
•		Three face to face workshops, one every term
For further information and application forms please contact
Morgan Patterson, pathwaymanager@ilep.ac.nz

Language Teaching Consolidation
Programme
This is also a free programme that runs over 3 terms giving
teachers hands-on, practical support in teaching their
language. It is structured by grouping teachers into clusters to
make networking with other teachers easy.
It is suitable for teachers:
•		With experience in teaching a language
•		Who have completed a professional development
programme such as the Introduction Programme or TPDL
•		Who would like ongoing support and new ideas for their
language teaching
The programme offers:
•		Tailored cluster groups based on teachers’ backgrounds
and needs
•		Resource sharing
•		Regular and on-going support
•		Classroom visits
•		A guided teaching-as-inquiry project suitable for
appraisal
•		Three face to face workshops, one every term
For further information and application forms please contact
Morgan Patterson, pathwaymanager@ilep.ac.nz
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Workshops for Coordinators in ALLiS
Clusters
We run workshops across the country for ALLiS Coordinators
and Lead School Coordinators to support them with their
scope and sequence and with planning achievable outcomes in
their clusters. The workshops offer the opportunity to connect
with other cluster leaders and coordinators to network and
exchange both resources and ideas.
For more information please contact Morgan Patterson, see
contact details below.

National Advisers
The National Language Advisers for Chinese and Japanese
provide unique language and cultural expertise. They have a
wealth of knowledge not only about the language and culture
of their home countries, but also in language pedagogy, and
they can give you practical advice in many areas including
teaching techniques, classroom management and intercultural
communicative language teaching.
The National Advisers:
•		
Offer workshops and meetings focusing on effective
language learning pedagogy, teaching materials and
resources
• Provide school visits and feedback to encourage
improvement and progression across professional
development pathways
•		
Provide information on networking opportunities for
teachers
For more information please contact:
Dr Jiwei Fu 付继伟. Chinese National Adviser,
chinese@ilep.ac.nz
Kyoko Mikami. Japanese National Adviser,
japanese@ilep.ac.nz

Scholarship programmes:
Chinese Scholarship
This fully-funded three week scholarship programme to China
is designed for native and non-native speakers teaching
Chinese in New Zealand. It combines language learning
with intercultural experiences and pedagogy with the aim of
applying the knowledge gained into New Zealand classrooms.
For more information and application forms please contact
Jennifer Thomson, programmes@ilep.ac.nz
Kansai Two-Week Special Programme
This programme offers New Zealand teachers of
Japanese the opportunity to immerse themselves in the
language and culture of Japan. It includes language
learning, cultural activities, school visits, a homestay
and activity-based professional development and is

Contact
Morgan Patterson
Pathway Manager
Ph: 09 623 889 Ext 46 366
Mobile: 027 200 2601
pathwaymanager@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

suitable for native and non-native speakers.
For more information and application forms please contact
Jennifer Thomson, programmes@ilep.ac.nz

Further support
Asia New Zealand Foundation
The Asia New Zealand Foundation’s education programme
provides information, resources and professional
development opportunities for school leaders. For more
information, visit www.asianz.org.nz
Confucius Institute
The Confucius Institutes of New Zealand promote Chinese
language and culture study in New Zealand through
educational programmes, exams, events, and scholarships.
For more information visit:
• Auckland: ci.ac.nz/
• Wellington: www.victoria.ac.nz/ci
• Christchurch: www.ci.canterbury.ac.nz
Ministry of Education Language Immersion
Awards
AFS New Zealand is contracted by the Ministry of Education
to deliver the Language Immersion Awards (LIA). They
offer teachers an opportunity to undertake long or short
term immersion experiences in China, Japan and Korea.
For more information, visit www.afs.org.nz/educators/lia/
New Zealand Association of Japanese Language
Teachers (NZAJLT)
NZAJLT is a subject association which provides support for
teachers and students of Japanese in New Zealand. For
more information or to join NZAJLT, visit www.nzajlt.org.nz
New Zealand Association of Language Teachers
(NZALT)
NZALT is a professional network of language teachers
with over 500 members. It runs a number of initiatives
designed to support teachers in the classroom including
competitions and professional development opportunities.
For more information or to join NZALT, visit www.nzalt.org.nz
New Zealand Chinese Language Teachers
Association (NZCLTA)
NZCLTA is a subject association which organises events for
students and provides professional network opportunities
for teachers of Chinese. For more information or to join
NZCLTA, visit www.nzclta.org
Transforming Practice in Language Teaching
(TPLT, formerly known as TPDL)
This year-long programme is available to Chinese and
Japanese teachers throughout New Zealand. For more
information, visit www.tpdl.ac.nz
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ASSISTANT PROGRAMME
Introduction

Costs Involved

International Languages Exchanges and Pathways (ILEP)
administers a range of international education and
exchange programmes on behalf of the New Zealand
Ministry of Education, principally in support of the
teaching and learning of international languages.

The scheme is available to schools offering languages at
secondary, intermediate and primary level. ILEP covers 1/3
of the overall cost of employing an Assistant. Participating
schools cover the balance but often share these across a
cluster of schools. In a typical scenario of four schools sharing
one Language Assistant, the costs for each school would be
roughly $200 per fortnight.

The Foreign Language Assistant Programme provides an
invaluable source of up-to-date language and cultural
input for New Zealand students of French, German and
Spanish.
Administered by ILEP and the respective donor government
organisations, it enables young native speakers to be
employed in a New Zealand school (or more typically
several schools) for 12 contact hours per week. There are
many ways Language Assistants can support teachers
and students including:
• interacting with individuals and groups
• in-class support

Duration
The Language Assistant Programme runs over one year.
Language Assistants usually arrive in February and leave in
December.

FEEDBACK FROM PREVIOUS
LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS

• sourcing and adapting authentic materials
• language support for teachers

General Conditions for Employing a
Foreign Language Assistant
Foreign Language Assistants are employed on a part-time
0.6 FTE basis on an Individual Employment Agreement
(IEA) for a total of 12 hours class contact (plus 3 hours
preparation) per week. Groups of schools often cooperate
in sharing a Language Assistant with one of those schools
technically acting as the ‘employer’.
Language Assistants are employed to assist
with the teaching of the language through work
with individual students and/or teachers, small
groups, team teaching, modelling the target
language, preparing presentations and/or
resources for use in class, etc.

Contact
Jennifer Thomson
Intercultural Programmes
Coordinator
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 46377
programmes@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

‘I enjoyed watching how students’ motivation for Spanish
was multiplied if there was someone who could share
first-hand experience of “las tapas” or Rafael Nadal, Lorca,
Picasso or the wonders of Southern Spain. To be a language
assistant is just ever so rewarding at every moment; the
shining and wide-awake gaze behind their desks and the
common “Gracias” is wonderful.’
Spanish Language Assistant
‘I speak in Spanish as much as I can. The teacher who
barely spoke Spanish at the beginning is much more
confident and he speaks in Spanish to his students too.’
Spanish Language Assistant
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‘At the secondary school where I work, I work with small
groups, playing games, or do little conversations in
French. I create resources for teachers and, from time to
time, I share cultural stuff with the whole class through
PowerPoints. I really like the relationship I have with the
students. Through learning, we get to know each other, and
they become more and more confident in speaking.’
French Language Assistant
‘I work in four secondary schools for one day a week each,
up to four periods a day. During the six months that I have
spent here so far, I gained a lot of experience and have
enjoyed working with the students very much. On junior
level, grammar practices are probably my most common
duty. Therefore, I usually take the students out in small
groups to repeat and reinforce correct verb forms and to
talk about the time or their pets. But also real conversation
practice, such as talking about holiday activities or
favourite movies, is a frequent activity.’
German Language Assistant

FEEDBACK FROM 			
TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS
‘Our students get to interact with a young French
person, increasing the feeling of authenticity of their
learning. They learn a lot about the perspectives of
young French people and their lives. It is a programme
which enriches the assistant, the staff that work with
him/her and the students’.
Learning Languages Teacher
‘They are a fantastic resource in every way – students
love interacting with Language Assistants and find
their presence in the classroom motivating and
encouraging. We have lifelong friendships with
previous Language Assistants. For example our
2003 French assistant now teaches in Tahiti and
has just spent 10 days in NZ with 23 students
being hosted by our students.

Contact
Jennifer Thomson
Intercultural Programmes
Coordinator
Ph: 09 623 8899 Ext 46377
programmes@ilep.ac.nz

www.ilep.ac.nz

We take a school trip to his school in Tahiti every
two years.’
Learning Languages Teacher
‘From my observations having a language
assistant has allowed my staff to engage in
authentic conversations, particularly in our staff
resource office, which has in turn improved
the teachers’ linguistic knowledge. Having an
assistant who is current with pop culture and
trends from home, and sharing that information
with my staff has been valuable.’
Principal
‘Having a native speaker in the classroom is exciting
and motivating for our students. Particularly as the
assistants are young and ‘hip’, this has enabled
our learners to engage in language learning
enthusiastically. It also helps when class sizes are
often large and an assistant can take small groups
aware for specific learning needs.’
Learning Languages Teacher
‘We thoroughly enjoy having assistants work at
our school. At adds an exciting dynamic to our
programmes. Our language office is an exciting place
to be at morning tea as there are multiple languages
being spoken at once providing a truly international
environment.’
Learning Languages Teacher
‘The French Language Assistant enhanced the
learning of teachers and students by sharing her
experiences and language in a school that celebrates
and acknowledges a wide range of ethnicities
and backgrounds. She complimented our French
teacher and was able to work with the teacher to
provide extra support for students learning a second
language. She also had the opportunity to take the
lead during teaching sessions with an experienced
language teacher there to support her. The classroom
teacher was also able to observe and listen to
another language being spoken and learn about
French culture especially about school life in France.’
Principal
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